
Medium Large,
a compact high-performance machine.

DUSTER MEDIUM LARGE is an extremely
compact and manoeuvrable ride-on sweeping
machine thanks to its balanced weight distribution.
The dirt hopper, on the back, holds 90 l. and can
easily be emptied.

DUSTER MEDIUM LARGE is available with dump
height from ground level up to 1,5 m., either with
a manual, a gas spring assisted or a completely
electrical system. The filter has a surface of over
5 m2, among the largest in its category.
The endothermic motor (in the internal
combustion version H) comes with a front air
inlet which ensures constant and appropriate
cooling.

The traction, either hydraulic or electric, is provided

with a 5,5 hp Honda engine on the internal
combustion version and by a 24 Volt system with
800 Watt power on the battery-operated version.
The controls are of the touchless system type
with immediate activation.

The central and the side brush start working as
soon as they are lowered onto the floor without
operating any other controls; when operating the
filter shaker, suction is automatically stopped.

DUSTER MEDIUM LARGE is suitable for any dirt
and working conditions thanks to its filters and
to the different types of brushes, there are either
nylon, mixed steel and natural fibre brushes all
of which are available as standard or optional
equipment.

ML 1
In the basic model the large dirt hopper
can be removed and easily carried
away for emptying.

ML 2
The mechanical dumping system enables emptying up to 1 m. height.
(Choice of direct collection into proper plastic containers
which are available as an optional kit).

ML 3
With the version with the electric
emptying system, dirt can be emptied
directly into a container up to a height
of 1,5 m by simply using
a switch from the driver's seat.

The panel filter can be removed
without the help of any tools
for accurate cleaning.
The textile filter for fine dust
is available as optional equipment.

Self-adjusting central broom for proper contact with the ground.
Flexible side brush to protect against bumps.
Both of them can be removed and replaced
without the help of any tools.




